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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-11-0097 


APRVD 

CHRM. JACZKO X 

COMR. SVINICKI X 

COMR. APOSTOLAKIS X 

COMR. MAGWOOD X 

COMR. OSTEN DORFF X 

RECORDED VOTES 

NOT 

DISAPRVD ABSTAIN PARTICIP COMMENTS DATE 


X 10/20/11 

X 10/3/11 

X 9/19/11 

X 9/22/11 

X 9/15/11 



NOTATION VOTE 


RESPONSE SH EET 


TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

FROM: Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko 

SUBJECT: SECY-11-0097 - DENIAL OF PETITION FOR 
RULEMAKING (PRM-32-6) ASSOCIATION OF STATE 
AND TERRITORIAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
OFFICIALS 

Approved X Disapproved __ Abstain -

Not Participating __ 

COMMENTS: Below X Attached None 

I approve the denial of the petition for rulemaking from the Association of State and Territorial 
Solid Waste Management Officials, subject to the edits of Commission Ostendorff. 

SIGNFlP- .~ 
~~. vIII 

Entered on "STARS" Yes x No 



NOTATION VOTE 


RESPONSE SHEET 


TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

FROM: COMMISSIONER SVINICKI 

SUBJECT: SECY-1 1-0097 - DENIAL OF PETITION FOR 
RULEMAKING (PRM-32-6) ASSOCIATION OF STATE 
AND TERRITORIAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
OFFICIALS 

Approved XX Disapproved __ Abstain __ 


Not Participating __ 


COMMENTS: Below XX Attached XX None 


I approve the letter to the Petitioner and Federal Register Notice as edited by 
Commissioner Apostolakis, with further edits attached. 

~RE ~ 

1011 111 

DATE 

Entered on "STARS" yes ..0o_ 



Edits for the body of the text of ell congressional letters. 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a Federal lRegister notice denying a petition for 

rulemaking submitted by the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management {, 

Officials (the petitioner). The petitioner requests that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commi¥on 

(NRC) amend its regulations to improve the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. As 

is more fully explained in the enclosure, the NRC is denying the petition for rulemaking as we 

have determined that the NRC's existing regulations provide reasonable assurance thaLpublic 

health and safety - adequately protected in th'is area 
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DI:Iebld: The ~tlho""r also made several 
reque:st5 tha~ are outside k sCl)pe of 
rulemakln9_ 

Deleted: common d(tfcnse end s6Cvri1y and 



trefoils in advertisements would act as a safeguard against customers unknowingly acquiring 

exit signs tMat require 'egulatory control~ 

(- ) Repl<Jcement of tritium exit signs with an alternative technology. The petitioner 

believes that ~ :oeot£- ..... r->'-~ Moto-Iuminescent tecllnology and other alternatives can 

effectively replace tritium exit signs , _ 

(=) "" ttiOn(J1 collection effort 

(-' ) Organiz;; a meeting with ASTSWMO and interested stakeholders '" -,,'-. 

• .,he petitione-::. E'€'_.: prOVide input to the NRC or P'- ui!~ -,,- to cease 

th is improper disposal 

Because . _ outside. the.NRC's ~ miSSion, ,, 

?~ '=... _ "=; ::: -,:-r comments '" ...t he. c proposal :- are not 

being.addressed in th - -esponse .. 

Public Comments on the Petition 

The notice of receipt of the petition for rulemaking (75 FR 1559) Invited interested 

persons to sl,Jbmit COIT1ments. The petition was also shared with 37 Agreement States tMat 

regulate the manufacture and use of tritium exit signs withlr'1 their States, under agreement with 

the NRC. The comment period closed on March 29,2010. The NRC received responses from 

13 commenters including 2 m,inIJfactl,Jrers, 6 Agreemel'\t States, 1 Federal agency, and other 
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fV\c L<. 
and information disclosure for tritium eXIt signs ~~ .... , .. s-:.r.:. €~ 

Users of tritium exit signs arc regulated under the general license provisions in 

10 CFR 31 . 5 ~ The generall!cense in 10 CFR 315 reqVlres user . ~emove the labeling 

from the sign; to follow instrvctions and pre.cautions c;m the label; ~bandon a sign; t,o 

properly dispose of signs by transferring them to a distributor or radioactive waste broker 

specifically licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, to report ilny lost, stolen or broken 

sign(s) to the NRC ; andNgive away or sel l the sign to another individual , company, or 

institution unless it is to remain in use at a particular locabon , e,g,. in a transfer of ownership of 

a bvilding, !n this latter case, vnder 10 CFR 31,5(c)(9)(i), the user of a tritium exit sign is 

_ t" to provide a CODY of the regulatory requirements governing the use of such signs to the 

new ~ ;;;;'" .and must notify the NRC of the transfer, The user is also reOUJred to inform the NRC 

of a company name change or change of address, and to make certain other reports to the 

NRC, 

The petillo .r aised questions about the requ,rem~ts placed on distributors nelated to 

whether usors and others WhO come into contact with the sign 'are properly informed of the fact 

that the sign contains radQaclive material and IS subject to certain controls, in particular controls 

for disposal, 

• 10 ge"le'C a e-' p'ovisio of an 

,. c ... r :. labeling and 

,safety instruclion~ which requir~ C'::J !J";; certal!" informatlon.to customers prior to transfer of 

the signs, including copies of applicable regulations and Info=ation on options for and 

estimated costs of disposal 

A reame Stat~ 
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requirements associated with the product are clearly explained. Under 10 CFR 32.51a(a)-(c) or 

equivalent Agreement State regulation, distributors are required to supply to customers prior to 

the actual transfer of the sign(s). copies of relevant regulations, information on acceptable 

disposal options inctuding estimated costs of disposal, and indication of the NRC's policy of 

issuing high civil penalties for improper disposal. . / 

Prior to NRC receiving this petition. the State of pennSYIVaniJcontacted the NRC in 

2006, relaying its concerns regarding possible improper disposal of tritium exit signs. The 

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors also brought this Issue to the attention of 

the NRC, via a 2007 resolution 

The NRC has previously Implemented several measures to address this issue: ihe 

NRC implemented regulations to improve accountabi lity of -'" -""" .,,- • '" 

. " ••• (65 FR 79162: December 18. 2000, 

as amended at 65 FR 80991 : December 22, 2000). Although disposal by transfer to a properly 

authorized specific licensee was always required. the previous regulatory framework did not 

require NRC or Agreement State notification of the transfer and disposal of tritium exit signs. 

The NRC, In an effort to improve complience with the regulatory requirements for triti um 

€lxit signs. Issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2006·25 "Requirements for the Distribution 

and Possession ofTritium Exit Signs and the Requirements:n 10 CFR 31.5 and 32.518," dated 

December 7, 2000, which reiterated the requirements hat distributors of tritium exit signs must 

follow when transferring them to general licensees. These requirements deal primarily wrth 

information must be provided to customers. In addition , the RIS 
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----

2006·25 reiterated the requirements for general licensees regarding transfer and disposal of the 

tritium exit signs. with tre intent of minimizing the cha:1ce that tritium exit signs will be disposed 

of incorrectly. 

,he NRC issued a Demand for Information (OFI) on January 16, ~009, 

which requireg Ihtlt general licensees who posSessed at least 500 tntJum eXit signs perform an 

inventory ilnC reportlhe res\)lt$tQ the NR.C The res!.:lts of the Drl demonstrated there is still 

some lilek of ilwareneS$ among users of tritium exit signs concerning their regulatory 

responsibilities which could :. 0:; - ~_ ;: Ci.':S€ did result in the improper disposal of tritium exit 

signs to have 

~:; 0 =as", ~ - ~ one entity \,Ising the ;:.-" 

Delated: in 10 CFR 31 5 
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In response to the OFI findings. the NRC contacted ,s dj~t.ributors of tritium exit 	 Deleted: ~as 

Deleted: 11M! 
signs in an effort to improve compliance with the repot1in9 requirements of 10 CFR 32.52 and 

equivalent AgreElment State provisions. The NRC initiated this contact with the goal of assisting 

distributors in their efforts to consistently provide the NRC With information that satisfies the 

reporting requirements in 10 CFR 32.52. i hls information reported under 10 CFR 32.52 

pertilins to the general licensees to whom distnbutors have transferred signs. 

The petitioner asserted lhat "the majority" of unaccounted for tritium exit signs ilre 

disposed in solid w~ste I~ndfills where they m!lY become potentia! s.ources of groundwater and 

surface water cOlltamination. The NRC concludes thaI the petitioner did not demonstr<lte that 
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prevent leachate from leaking into the groundwater; gaseous extraction wells that remove gases 

building up within the landfill; and le<lchate collection systems that collect, process, and treat 

leachate. 

In addition to reviewing these previously published reports end comparing tritium 

concentrations measured in leachate and drinking water to regulatory standards, the NRC 

_ w _~ possible risks to landfill worKers and the general public from exposure to tritium 

associated with landfill disposals, • R 

"I'!2 - a-:I sa'e: 

Conclusion 

The NRC is denying the petition for r\Jlemakins; because the NRC's current regulations in ' 

this area are adequate to protect public health and safety In conclusion, the petitioner has not 
o..\o'q

submitted any new information that _;:' ''~ ;:: ,..: t,,'_ <. .. ~ Narrants rulema!<lng 

or calls into question the existing regulatory requirements Existing NRC regulations provide 

rea!lonable assurance thal,publlc health and safety J- adequately protected, For e easons 

CI ed Iii IS docume !h: NRC aer res ' he petrt:on • 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, thiS day of , 2011. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

Annette L Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the CommIssion, 
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NOTATION VOTE 


RESPONSE SHEET 


TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary 

FROM: Commissioner Apostolakis 

SUBJECT: SECY-11-0097 - DENIAL OF PETITION FOR 
RULEMAKING (PRM-32-6) ASSOCIATION OF STATE 
AND TERRITORIAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
OFFICIALS 

Approved X Disapproved __ Abstain __ 


Not Participating __ 


COMMENTS: Below Attached X None 


SIGNATU 

9/12/((
DATE 

Entered on "STARS" Yes I No 



Commissioner Apostolakis' edits - SECY-11-0097 

Mr. Gary Baughman 
Association of State and Territorial 

Solid Waste Management Officials 
444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 315 
Washington , DC 20010 

Dear Mr. Baughman 

I am responding to the petition for rulemaking (PRM), dated November 6, 2009, that you 
submitted to the U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on behalf of the Association 
of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO). Your petition was 
assigned Docket No. PRM-32-6 . • ,!~urJl.e!iti<2.n. r~g~esJ~d_ t!l<,:itt~e !'J~_C_~~~~d_ i~s r§g~l<,:it~o_n? _ 
regarding the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. ,Th§ Jl~titlonJegue_sts th<,:it th~ 
NRC revise its regulations and/or guidance to require or recommend that 1) labeling be in 
several locations on the sign, with larger font; 2) the sign's expiration date be distinctly legible to 
a fire or building inspector without taking down the sign; and 3) the radiation trefoil be displayed 
on the front and back of product advertisements. 

Also, 'y.9~~ l§l!ter oJ .!'J.o!,~~ger_6-, 2QQ9.! ~tat~s th~t a_ n'!tional collectign eff~rt '<\lith gist~nct _ 
milestones and goals should be undertaken to consolidate all expired and disused tritium exit 
signs. Finally, 'you r~quest thelt tb~ t'·JR.C grg9rlize 9.m_eeting with ASTSWMQ aQd ?IL i.nteresjed 
stakeholders to set a new path forward on this issue. 

The notice of receipt of the PRM was published in the Federal Register on January 12, 2010 
(75 FR 1559) The comment period for the PRM closed on March 29,2010. Thirteen comment 
letters were received. 

The NRC has considered the petition, and the arguments raised therein, as well as the 
comments received in response to the petition. For the reasons stated in the enclosed 
Federal Register Notice (FRN), your petition for rulemaking is denied. In summary, the petition 
is being denied because the NRC's current regulations are adequate to protect public health 
and safety" _ 

.Tl!e_ l';!~g J~ <:l!I're n~l!. ~evislng. its ..N_U~~G- 1 ?§~ '~G.o_n~Q lldil!e_d_Gl,!i<1(~-"-ce ..aP9lMv1<!terlaJ~ 
Ucenses" . We will be soliciting both industy and public comments on the revised licensing 
guidance at a future date. As explamectin ttl? j=egf}ca!. Rl!gJ?t!!r.. nqti~ ,"y'o~r req~~st for a 
meeting with ASTSWMO was not address as j ! !V9~ 119ta reg\!est 1<2. chang~ a !~gul~ti.9n~ 
however .pLe.9§~ ggnJac.t }Cl~k Fo_st~ at 3Q1-415-6250, or emaiL at Jack Foster@nrc.gov to 
arrange a meeting to discuss possible enhancements to existing guidance. Since your petition 
is denied, the meeting will not be for the purposes of,addressing 'yQt,!r 11;J1§lll1kCli.l19 r~G..u~st, 
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The FRN denying the petition is being transmitted to the Office of the Federal Register for 
publication. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Vietti-Cook 
Secretary of the Commission 

Enclosure: 

Federal Register Notice 
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Edits for the body of the text of all congressional letters. 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a Federal Register notice denying a petition for 

rulemaking submitted by the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management 

Officials (the petitioner). The petitioner requests that the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commision 

(NRC) amend its regulations to improve the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs f.s_ Deleted: The petitioner also made several 
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is more fully explained in the enclosure, the NRC is denying the petition for rulemaking as we ruremaking. 
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[7590-01-P] 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


10 CFR Part 32 


Docket No. PRM-32-6 


[NRC-2009-0547] 


Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials 


Denial of Petition for Rulemaking 


AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission . 

ACTION: Petition for rulemaking : denial . 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for 

rulemaking (PRM-32-6) submitted by the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste 

Management Officials (ASTSWMO) or the petitioner. The ASTSWMO requested that the NRC 

amend its regulations to improve the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. The 

ASTSWMO believes the majority of unaccounted tritium exit signs are disposed of in solid waste 

landfills where they become potential sources of groundwater and surtace water contamination. 

The ASTSWMO requested that the NRC revise its regulations or guidance to require that the 

labeling be in several locations on the sign and printed with larger font; an expiration date 

should be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without taking down the sign; and the 

radiation trefoil should be displayed on the front and back of advertisements. 



~ Deleted: I 

collection effort with distinct milestones and goals be undertaken to consolidate all expired and 

disused tritium exit signs. The petitioner requested that the NRC organize a meeting with 

ASTSWMO and all interested stakeholders to set a new path forward on this issue. The NRC is 

denying PRM-32-6 for the reasons stated in this document. 

DATES: The docket for PRM-32-6 is closed as of [insert date of publication] . 

ADDRESSES: You can access publicly available documents related to this petition for 

rulemaking using the following methods: 

• 	 NRC'S Public Document Room (PDR): The public may examine and have copied , 

for a fee , publicly available documents at the NRC 's PDR, Room 0-1 F21, One White 

Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland 20852. 

NRC's Agencywide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS): 

Publicly available documents created or received at the NRC are available online in 

the NRC Library at http./lwww.nrc.qovlreadinq-mlladams.html. From this page, the 

public can gain entry into ADAMS, which provides text and image files of NRC's 

public documents. If you do not have access to ADAMS or if there are problems in 

accessing the documents located in ADAMS, contact the NRC's PDR reference staff 

at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or bye-mail to pdr.resource@nrc.qov. 

• 	 Federal Rulemaking Web Site: Public comments and supporting materials related 

to this document can be found at http://wvvw.requlations.aov by searching on Docket 
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10 NRC-2009-0547. Address questions about NRC dockets to Carol Gallagher, 

telephone 301-492-3668; e-mail Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Gregory Trussell , Office of Federal and State 

Materials and Environmental Management Programs, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission , 

Washington, DC 20555-0001, telephone 301-415-6445, e-mail Gregory Trussell@nrc.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION : 

The Petition 

More than 2 million tritium exit signs are estimated to have been sold in the United 

States. Tritium powered self luminous exit signs do not require electricity or batteries, and are 

commonly installed in areas where electrical power is not conveniently accessible or its use may 

intended purposes in emergencies. As tritium exit signs age, they do not glow as brightly and at 

some point will not meet the luminosity requirement of applicable building or fire safety codes 

Deleted: y 

Deleted: serve a safety function by 

Deleted: ing 

tritium gas to produce light. Specifically, the signs contain light sources that consist of glass 

tubes, intemally coated with phosphor. and filled with tritium gas Tritium (H-3) is an isotope of 

hydrogen that emits low-energy beta radiation In the form of electrons. These electrons excite 

the phosphor, causing the glass tubes to continuously ernit light ...This low-energy beta radiation -," 

cannot penetrate the glass tube. If the tubes in the exit signs are severely damaged ..tritium 

/!lay ~~c_ap~ iI!:lQ ,dLsper~e by diffusion in th~ air . • 
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On January 12, 2010 (75 FR 1559), the NRC published a notice of receipt of a petition 

for rulemaking filed by ASTSWMO. The ASTSWMO requested that the NRC amend its 

regulations to improve the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. 

The ASTSWMO believes the majority of unaccounted for tritium exit signs are disposed 

of in solid waste landfills where they become potential sources of groundwater and surface 

water contamination . The ASTSWMO specifically requested that the NRC revise its regulations 

or guidance to state that the labeling should be in several locations on the sign and printed 

with larger font; an expiration date should be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector 

without taking down the sign; and the radiation trefoil should be displayed on the front and back 

of advertisements. Also, the petitioner recommended that a national collection effort with 

distinct milestones and goals should be undertaken to consolidate all expired and disused 

tritium exit signs. The petitioner requested that the NRC organize a meeting with ASTSWMO 

and all interested stakeholders to set a new path forward on th is issue. The petitioner stated 

that it would ideally like to see tritium exit sign technology immediately replaced by alternative 

technologies . 

The ASTSWMO, after an evaluation of a case history of landfill leachate sampling, 

asserted that the majority of unaccounted for tritium exit signs are disposed in solid waste 

landfills where they become potential sources of groundwater and surface water contamination. 

The petitioner also claimed that a minority of tritium exit signs are returned to the manufacturer 

for recycling or disposed of as low-level radioactive waste. 

The ASTSWMO also made the assertion that advances in photo-luminescent technology 

over the past decade have demonstrated that effective alternate technology exists for places 

without electricity, replacing the need for tritium self-luminescent exit signs 
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Petitioner's Requests 

The petitioner made several requests for rulemaking that would require revision to 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 32, as well as requests that are 
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(1) Labeling should be in several locations on the sign with larger font. The basis for 
Deleted: s 

this request is the petitioner's belief that an increased number of labels on tritium exit signs will 

improve the ability to recognize the signs, which in turn will improve the accountability of the 

signs. 

(2) An expiration date should be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without 

taking down the sign. As with adding labels in several locations on the sign, the basis for this 

request is the petitioner's belief that an expiration date that is legible without the need to remove 

the sign from where it is installed will improve the ability to recognize tritium exit signs, which in 

turn , will improve the accountability of the signs. 

(3) The radiation trefoil should be displayed on the front and back of advertisements. 

The petitioner communicated several concerns as the basis for this request •• a) man_u!actl!rt:)rs 

'" 
do not always demonstrate accountability in distributi ng tritium exit signs to the proper 

recipients : b) recipients of signs are not informed of the proper ownership and regulatory 

requirements provided in NRC guidance documents and regulations (ie ., NUREG-1556, Vol. 

16, Appendix L, and 10 CFR 31 .5): and c) online vendors do not always highlight the fact that 

tritium is radioactive and has special general licensing requirements .T...he_p_etiti<2n_e~ 9~li.ey~s { Deleted: Thus, Ihe 

that requiring the display of the radiation trefoil in advertisements is a way to make potential 
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trefoils in advertisements would act as a safeguard against customers unknowingly acquiring 

exit signs that require l egu.latory _co~trqls 

believes that the state of current photo-luminescent technology and other alternatives can 

effectively replace tritium exit signs . • _ 
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Public Comments on the Petition 

The notice of receipt of the petition for rulemaking (75 FR 1559) invited interested 

persons to submit comments. The petition was also shared with 37 Agreement States that 

regulate the manufacture and use of tritium exit signs within their States, under agreement with 

the NRC. The comment period closed on March 29, 2010. The NRC received responses from 
, 

13 commenters including 2 manufacturers, 6 Agreement States, 1 Federal agency, and other 
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Industry representatives. The following provides a summary of the comments received on the 

petition. 

Public Comments on Petitioner Requests Involving Rulemaking 

placement of labels in several locations on the sign. in larger font t<\..improye recSlgnitiQn. a£l9 

thus accountability. The majority of commenters agreed that labeling should be improved and 

no commenter specifically disagreed with this request. 

The petitione~~quest~ r~quiringthe placement o~ an expiratjon qa_te ()n tritiur:!l_~xit 

signs, and making the date distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without the need to 

take down the sign. The rationale is that the fire or building inspector will be aware of an 

expired sign and request the rep lacement Four commenters agreed . l ,wSl.•v~ndoCE c()mm~Dted_ 

that their exit signs already clearly show the expiration date and further noted this issue does 

not fall under the jurisdiction of the NRC. 

The petitione~!~qu~~teg"placement of the radiatjon, trefoil pr0r:!lin~ntly_ '2n the .fr.on~ ~f"!d_ 

back of advertisements for the exit signs )o en~l!re tQat gen~r?1 licel]~ees uncJ~rstal1cJ th.a! !h.?se 

signs contain radioactive byproduct material and are subject to regulatory controls. Five 

commenters agreed with this request. pne.co~nm~nter wh_o disa.greed. questio~ed. Ln,ge!l~~aJ "~ 

the effectiveness of this action. Another commenter stated that the assertion that customers are 

not properly sensitized to the fact that the signs ..c9nt~tn raqi9a..~tiv~ ~_aten.§l! i~ "complet~ly _ 

of the trefoil where radioactive material is ,pres~n~ the.plac~m.e!1tQf_tQ~ tr~f()il i,n a.dv~rti~~rr]ents _ 

is inappropriate. Similarly, another commenter stated that placing the radiation trefoil on 
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I advertisements is not appropriate as advertisements do not contain radioactive materia~ __ 

Public Comments on Petitioner's Claims Concerning Tritium Exit Signs in Landfills 

Three commenters disagreed with the petitioner's assertion that unaccounted for tritium 

exit signs disposed of in solid waste landfills are a potential source of groundwater and surface 

water contamination. One commenter stated it did not believe that the inadvertent disposal of 

tritium exit signs poses a significant public health and safety issue, even if the relatively large 

numbers suggested by ASTSWMO are accurate. 

T _ 

Deleted: (I.e" putting the trefoil in 
advertisements may imply thai the 
advertisement itself contains radioactive 
material) 

( Deleted: 

{ Deleted: relatively recent 

from landfills in Pennsylvania and California confirmed above background levels of tritium, it has 

been determined that, considering the treatment, dilution , and discharge processes to which this 

leachate is subjected, there is currently no risk to drinking water supplies or possible human 

exposure. 

Reasons for Denial 

After reviewing the information provided in the petition, and the comments received in 

response to the petition, the NRC has decided to deny PRM-32-6. In reaching this decision, the 

NRCI~vJe~~ct t..h~ .r~di~l()gi~~1 risks pre~ented by. tritium exi ~ ~igns,and from \he I~vels ~fJr!tium 

reported in landfill leachate and determined that there is a lack of significant radiological risk to 

the public health and safety related to the petitioner's assertions . • The NRC.determined 1hat 

the existing NRC regulations adequately direct the proper methods of use, disposal, labeling, 
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and information disclosure for tritium exit signs and that there is no significant nsk to the pulblc 

and health and safety . 

Users of tritium exit signs are regulated under the general license provisions in 

10 CFR 31 .5. _T~e_ gen_e[ CiI Jic~ns~!r1. 1Q. ~FR31 . 5 requires user_~ tq 1}0tf~f!10",e th!=!lCi.belin9.. _ ~ 

from the sign; to follow instructions and precautions on the label ; to not abandon a sign; to 

properly dispose of signs by transferring them to a distributor or radioactive waste broker 

specifically licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State; to report any lost, stolen or broken 

sign(s) to the NRC; and to not give away or sell the sign to another individual , company, or 

institution unless it is to remain in use at a particular location, e.g. , in a transfer of ownership of 

a building. In this latter case, under 10 CFR 31 .5(c)(9)(i), the user of a tritium exit sign is 

Deleted: along with users of man y other types 
of devices containing byproduct material 

Deleted: of tritium exit signs 

( Deleted: obligated 

Deleted: 

Deleted: general licensee 
of a company name change or change of address; and to make certain other reports to the 

NRC. 

The petitioner raised questions about the requirements placed on distributors related to 

whether users and others who come into contact with the sign are properly informed of the fact 

that the sign contains radioactive material and is subject to certain controls, in particular controls 

for disposal. Vendors of these products must obtain a license from NRC or an Agreement Siale 

the signs, including copies of applicable regulations and information on options for and 

estimated costs of disposal. 
10 
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The petitioner stated that there needs to be multiple labels in several locations and that 

the labels need to be printed in larger font The petitioner also requested that the expiration 

date be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without taking down the sign . To obtain a 

license to distribute tritium exit signs , an applicant must submit sufficient information related to 

its labeling of the exit signs. Specifically , under 10 CFR 32.51 (a)(3), the applicant for a license 

to distribute tritium exit signs must ensure that the label on the signs be durable, legible, clearly 

visible, and include certain information including that use of the sign is subject to a genera\ ____ _ { Deleted: Iy 

~ Deleted: d 

Del eted: by Ihe 
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advertisements. The NRC agrees with some of the commenters that the use of the trefoil on 

advertisements is not appropriate. In an earlier NRc.. a~tion related to mislead lng _a9y~rtising , { Deleted: response 

the NRc.. Js_s_uec! Ln!qrrn3!ion ~o~c_e ( ~~)9_9~26-, "~aJety and Economic Conseq~~nc:.es of ( Deleted: staff 

Misleading Marketing Information," dated August 24, 1999. The IN 99-26 highlighted that 

misleading marketing information and inadequate explanation of end-user regulatory 

requirements can lead to mishandling of devices used under the general Ilce~s.E; and 

encouraged manufacturers and distributors to market to users of the general hcense j n sl!.c_h C!. _ 

way that the radioactive nature of the product is clearly understood and the regulatory 
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requirements associated with the product are clearly explained Under 10 CFR 32.51 a(a)-(c) or 

equivalent Agreement State regulation, distributors are required to supply to customers prior to 

the actual transfer of the sign(s), copies of relevant regulations , information on acceptable 

disposal options including estimated costs of disposal , and indication of the NRC's policy of 

issuing high civil penalties for improper disposal 

Prior to NRC receiving this petition, the State of Pennsylvania, . cOQtagt~d !h_BI':! RC in { Deleted: now an Agreemenl Siale, 

2006, relaying its concerns regarding possible improper disposal of tritium exit signs. The 

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors also brought this issue to the attention of 

the NRC, via a 2007 resolution . 

The NRC has previously implemented several measures to address this issue : The 

NRC implemented regulations to improve accountability of devices used under a 10 CFR 31 .5 

general license o~ §n ~g~val~nJ !\.9[e_e!11_enl §~!e ~r9~i~i9n, (6.5_~R 7916.2; pec:~fQ~er 18c 20_00. ~ 

as amended at 65 FR 80991 ; December 22, 2000).,. Although gi?pos?1 by trc~n_s!e! _t~ a p~op~~y. __ 

authorized specific licensee was always required, the previous regulatory framework did not 

require NRC or Agreement State notification of the transfer and disposal of tritium exit signs. 

UnderfUf!~ntl~9.u!~tioQ~ , .NR~ aQd ~9r!l~mer1t ~t§lte~ .!Jsers o[ gefleral Jic:~nsee~ are reql,!.ired ./ 

to reportJransfer or Qispo.s.9l of devl~e~ c:o.ntainlng byprQduct m~!enaI T L 

The NRC, in an effort to improve compliance with the regulatory requirements for tritium 

exit signs, issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2006-25, "Requirements for the Distribution 

and Possession of Tritium Exit Signs and the Requirements in 10 CFR 31.5 and 32.51 a," dated 

December 7, 2006, which reiterated the requirementsJhat _distributor~ of tritiu_m e;,.:it ~igns_ fQl,lst _ _ 

follow when transferring them to general licensees. These requirements deal primarily with 
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tritium exit signs, with the intent of minimizing the chance that tritium exit signs will be disposed 

of incorrectly. 

which requ ired that general licensees who possessed at least 500 tritium exit signs perform an 

inventory and report the results to the NRC. The results of the DFI demonstrated there is still 

some lack of awareness among users of tritium exit signs concerning their regulatory 

responsibilities which could and In some cases did result in the improper disposal of tritium exit 

signs. The NRC took enforcement action against general licensees that were found not to have 

complied with the regulatory reqUirements. In one case in which one entity using the general 

licensee provisions failed to appoint an individual responSible for ensuring compliance with NRC 

-requirements pertaining to tritium exi t signs and improperly transferred signs , the NRC 

detenmined that a civil pental ity of $369,300 could be appropriate for improper transfer or 

disposal of tritium exrt signs. 

In response to the DFI findings, the NRC.contacted .s_even distributors ~f tritium ~xit_ 

signs in an effort to improve compliance with the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 32.52 and 

equivalent Agreement State provisions. The NRC initiated this contact with the goal of assisting 

distributors in their efforts to consistently provide the NRC with information that satisfies the 

reporting requirements in 10 CFR 32.52. This information reported under 10 CFR 32 .52 

pertains to the general licensees to whom distributors have transferred signs. 

The petitioner asserted that "the majority" of unaccounted for tritium exit signs are 

disposed in solid waste landfills where they may become potential sources of groundwater and 

surface water contamination . The NRC concludes that the petitioner did not demonstrate that 
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the excess tritium being found in landfill leachate, even if resulting from improper disposal of 

tritium exit signs, could result in hazardous levels of tritium in drinking water. Published reports 

such as "Radiological Investigation Results for Pennsylvania landfill leachate 2009 Tritium 

Update," Safety and Ecology Corporation, Knoxville, TN, March 31, 2010, support this 

conclusion. The .st~9'i in~grpora~ed.t~e ~s~ gf sit~-sp§ci~~ di~u!io~ ~ac~o~s ~as~9 on factor~ _,: 
such as discharge rates and known distances between leachate effluent release points and 

downstream water supply intakes to convert observed leachate tritium concentrations into 

diluted tritium concentrations assumed to be available for human consumption . Th~!~po_rt.. _ 

concluded not only that the resulting concentrations of tritium were well below the U S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maximum contaminant level (MCl) of 20,000 pCi/l for 

tritium in drinking water, but that "average drinking water intake tritium concentrations .. were 

more than 200 times less than the EPA 20,000 pCi/l Mel, ranging from 0 - 99 pCi/l " 

The petitioner also expressed concern that samples collected from leachate collection 

systems exceeded 20,000 pCi/l It should be noted that 20,000 pCi/l is the EPA's MCl for 

tritium in drinking water and not leachate. landfill monitoring reports show that despite high 

tritium concentrations in leachate, drinking water samples collected downstream of landfills 

maintain tritium concentrations well below the EPA's MCl For example, the "Radiological 

Investigation Results for Pennsylvania landfill leachate: 2009 Tritium Update" report , 

referenced above, shows that "maximum drinking water [tritium] intake concentrations were over 

100 times less than the EPA 20,000 pCi/l MCl ranging from 0 to 146 pCi/l" 

While the NRC does not regulate solid waste landfills, the NRC staff also concluded that 

current landfill practices would mitigate the impacts from tritium released from any exit signs that 

may be disposed in landfills. These include cover systems that minimize rainfall penetration 

and limit the migration of tritium due to erosion or interaction with animals; cell liners that 
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prevent leachate from leaking into the groundwater: gaseous extraction wells that remove gases 

building up within the landfill: and leachate collection systems that collect, process, and treat 

leachate .. 

In addition to reviewing these previously published reports and comparing tritium 

concentrations measured in leachate and drinking water to regulatory standards, the NRC 

associated with landfill disposals. The ,NRC 9~t~rn:!IQ~C! that tntJum ~onta'!l in.atioll i!1vql'{es s_uch J 

low levels of tritium that It would not pose a health and safety threat to the landfill worker or the 

general public.u 

Conclusion 

The NRC is denying the petition for rulemaking because the NRC's current regulations in· , 

this area are adequate to protect public health and safety. In conclusion, the petitioner has not 

submitted any new information that indicates a health an safety issue that warrants rulemaking 

or calls into question the existing regulatory requirements. Existing NRC regulations provide 

reasonable assurance that,pu.blic h~alt.h and .safetx j s adequatelx [lr.9!e.cle.d . .f.o~ th.e .r~~son~ 
,,cited in this document, the NRC denies the petition .• 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2011. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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protection of the public health and safety and the common defense and security. For the 

reasons cited in this document, the NRC denies this petition 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this day of , 2011. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission . 

Annette L Vietti-Cook, 
Secretary of the Commission . 
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The petitioner further suggested that the NRC organize a meeting with ASTSWMO and all 

interested stakeholders to set a new path forward on this important issue. Because this request 

is not rel ated to a specific proposed change in the regulations , it is not being addressed in the 

context of closure of this Petition. 
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Mr. Gary Baughman 
Association of State and Territorial 

Solid Waste Management Officials 
444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 315 
Washington, DC 20010 

Dear Mr. Baughman : 

I am respond ing to the petition for rulemaking (PRM), dated November 6, 2009, that you 
submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on behalf of the Association 
of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO). Your petition was 
assigned Docket No. PRM-32-6. Your petition requested that the NRC amend its regulations 
regarding the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs . The petition requests that the 
NRC revise its regulations and/or guidance to require or recommend that: 1) labeling be in 
several locations on the sign , with larger font; 2) the sign's expiration date be distinctly legible to 
a fire or building inspector without taking down the sign ; and 3) the radiation trefoil be displayed 
on the front and back of product advertisements. 

Also, your letter states that a national collection effort with distinct milestones and goals should 
be undertaken to consolidate all expired and disused tritium exit signs. Finally, you request that 
the NRC organize a meeting with ASTSWMO and all interested stakeholders to set a new path 
forward on this issue. 

The notice of receipt of the PRM was published in the Federal Register on January 12, 2010 
(75 FR 1559). The comment period for the PRM closed on March 29, 2010 Thirteen comment 
letters were received. 

The NRC has cons idered the petition, and the arguments raised therein , as well as the 
comments received in response to the petition. For the reasons stated in the enclosed 
Federal Register Notice (FRN), your petition for rulemaking is denied. In summary, the petition 
is being denied because the NRC's current regulations are adequate to protect public health 
and safety. 

However- the suggestions in your petition do have merit. The NRC is currently revising its 
NUREG-1556 "Consolidated Guidance about Materials Licenses". We will be soliciting both 
industy and public comments on the revised licensing guidance at a future date and appreciate 
the insights raised in your petition and hope you will participate in the guidance update. As yoo 
see discussed in the Federal Register notice, your request for a meeting with ASTSWMO was 
not addressed asj t was not a request to change a regulation: however, please contact Jack 
Foster at 301-415-6250, or email at Jack.Foster@nrc.gov to arrange a meeting to discuss 
possible enhancements to existing guidance. Since your petition is denied, the meeting will not 
address rule making related to the issues in this petition but wlll focus on the update to the 
guidance., 

SPII-0097 edits.docx 
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Edits for the body of the text of all congressional letters. 

Enclosed for your information isa copy of a Federal Register notice denying a petition for 

rulemaking submitted by the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management 

Officials (the petitioner). The petitioner requests that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis§ion 

(NRC) amend its regulations to improve the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. As 

is more fully explained in the enclosure, the NRC is denying the petition for rulemaking as we 

have determined that the NRC's existing regulations provide reasonable assurance that public 

health and safety is adequately protected in this area. 
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tritium exit signs, with the intent of minimizing the chance that tritium exit signs will be disposed 

of incorrectly. 

The NRC issued a Demand for Information (DFI) on January 16, 2009, 

which required that general licensees who possessed at least 500 tritium exit signs perform an 

inventory and report the results to the NRC. The results of the DFI demonstrated there is still 

some lack of awareness among users of tritium exit signs concerning their regulatory 

responsibilities which could and in some cases did result in the improper disposal of tritium exit 

signs. The NRC took enforcement action agains general licensees that were found not to have 

complied with the regulatory requirements . In one case in which a one entity using the general 

licensee provisions failed to appoint an individual responsible for ensuring compliance with NRC 

-requirements pertaining to tritium exit signs and improperly transferred signs, the NRC 

determined that a civil pentality penalty of $369,300 could apply to improper transfer or 

disposal of tritium exit signs. 

In response to the OFI findings , the NRC contacted seven distributors of tritium exit 

signs in an effort to improve compliance with the reporting requirements of 10 CFR 32 .52 and 

equivalent Agreement State provisions. The NRC initiated this contact with the goal of assisting 

distributors in their efforts to consistently provide the NRC with information that satisfies the 

reporting requirements in 10 CFR 32 .52. This information reported under 10 CFR 32.52 

pertains to the general licensees to whom distributors have transferred signs. 

The petitioner asserted that "the majority" of unaccounted for tritium exit signs are 

disposed in solid waste landfills where they may become potential sources of groundwater and 

surface water contamination. The NRC concludes that the petitioner did not demonstrate that 

the excess tritium being found in landfill leachate, even if resulting from improper disposal of 

13 
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requirements. Thus, the petitioner believes that requiring the display of the radiation trefoil in 

advertisements is a way to make potential customers fully aware that tritium exit signs contain 

radioactive material. Ostensibly, the petitioner believes trefoils in advertisements would act as a 

safeguard against customers unknowingly acquiring exit signs that require special regulatory 

controls. 

Additional requests that go beyond NRC's authority or the rulemaking process include: 

(1) Replacement of tritium exit signs with an alternative technology. The basis for this 

request is the petitioner's belief that non-radioactive self-luminescent technology (ie., 

photo-luminescent technology) is a viable alternative to the use of radioactive self-luminescent 

technology. The petitioner believes that photo-luminescent technology and other alternatives 

can effectively replace tritium exit signs. NRC authority does not include the ability to require 

alternative technologies. 

(2) National collection effort. The petitioner asserts that tritium exit signs are improperly 

disposed in landfills. On the basis of the petitioner's belief that a national collection effort is a 

way to cease this improper disposal, the petitioner requested the formation of a national 

collection effort with distinct milestones and goals on all expired and disused tritium exit signs. 

Conducting such an effort exceeds NRC 's authority. 

(3) Organization of a meeting with ASTSWMO and interested stakeholders. On the 

basis of the petitioner's belief that tritium exit signs are improperly disposed in landfills, the 

petitioner communicated a desire to allow solid waste management officials to provide input to 

the NRC on ways to cease this improper disposal. The petitioner further suggested that the 

NRC organize a meeting with ASTSWMO and all interested stakeholders to set a new path 

forward on this important issue. Because this ro~uest is not rolatoEl to a sl3ecific !3FOl3osoel 

change in ij]e regulatIOns. it is not being aElelressea in the oontelEt of olosure of this PetitioR. 
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Because these three requests are outside the scope of rulemaking or are outside 

the scope of NRC's statutory authority and mission, comments related to those requests and the 

proposal themselves are not being more specifically addressed in th§e response~-tG-tRis 

~ The NRC will respond to the petitioner on these issues via separate correspondence., 

Public Comments on the Petition 

The notice of receipt of the petition for rulemaking (75 FR 1559) invited interested 

persons to submit comments. The petition was also shared with 37 Agreement States that 

regulate the manufacture and use of tritium exit signs within their States, under agreement with 

the NRC. The comment period closed on March 29, 2010. The NRC received responses from 

13 commenters including 2 manufacturers, 6 Agreement States, 1 Federal agency, and other 

industry representatives. The following provides a summary of the comments received on the 

petition. 
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radioactive material). 

Public Comments on Petitioner's Claims Concerning Tritium Exit Signs in Landfills 

Three commenters disagreed with the petitioner's assertion that unaccounted for tritium 

exit signs disposed of in solid waste landfills are a potential source of groundwater and surface 

water contamination. One commenter stated it did not believe that the inadvertent disposal of 

tritium exit signs poses a significant public health and safety issue, even if the relatively large 

numbers suggested by ASTSWMO are accurate. 

Another commenter stated that while it is true that relatively recent sampling of raw, 

untreated leachate from landfills in Pennsylvania and California confirmed above background 

levels of tritium , it has been determined that, considering the treatment, dilution, and discharge 

processes to which this leachate is subjected, there is currently no risk to drinking water 

supplies or possible human exposure. 

Reasons for Denial 

After reviewing the information provided in the petition , and the comments received in 

response to the petition, the NRC has decided to deny PRM-32-6. In reaching this decision , the 

NRC reevaluated the radiological risks presented by tritium exit signs in general and from the 

levels of tritium reported in landfill leachate and determined that there is a lack of significant 

radiological risk to the public health and safety related to the petitioner's assertions. The NR.C 
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beheves IRat even if IRe pe@oner's assoftions are credible, the I'JRG already has specific 

re~l;jlalions in place that address the rl;jleFAakin~ re~l;jests contained in the petition. The NRC 

believes that the existing NRC regulations adequately direct the proper methods of disposal , 

labeling, and information disclosure for tritium exit signs. However, the NRC believes that 

general licensee accountability may be strengthened by enhancing regulatory guidance and 

improving communications between the NRC (and Agreement states) and manufacturers. The 

NRC periodically revises its licensing guidance and will evaluate the need for additional 

guidance in the areas ra ised by the petitioner during this process 

Users of tritium exit signs are regulated under the general license provisions in 

10 CFR 31 .5, along with users of many other types of devices containing byproduct material. 

The general license in 10 CFR 31.5 requires users of tritium exit signs: to not remove the 

labeling from the sign; to follow instructions and precautions on the label; to not abandon a sign; 

to properly dispose of signs by transferring them to a distributor or radioactive waste broker 

specifically licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State; to report any lost, stolen or broken 

sign(s) to the NRC; and to not give away or sell the sign to another individual, company, or 

institution unless it is to remain in use at a particular location, e.g., in a transfer of ownership of 

a building. In this latter case, under 10 CFR 31 .5(c)(9)(i), the user of a tritium exit sign is 

obligated to provide a copy of the regulatory reqUIrements governing the use of such signs to 

the new general licensee and must notify the NRC of the transfer. The user is also required to 

inform the NRC of a company name change or change of address; and to make certain other 

reports to the NRC. 

The petition raised questions about the requirements placed on distributors related to 

whether users and others who come into contact with the sign are properly informed of the fact 

that the sign contains radioactive material and is subject to certain controls, in particular controls 
10 



for disposal. These requirements are primarily addressed by 10 CFR 32.51(a)(3), which 

includes addresses requirements for labeling and providing safety Instructions, and 10 CFR 

32.51a(a)-(c), which requires certain information that must be provided to customers prior to 

transfer of the signs, including copies of applicable regulations and information on options for 

and estimated costs of disposal. 

The petitioner stated that there needs to be multiple labels in several locations and that 

the labels need to be printed in larger font. The petitioner also requested that the expiration 

date be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without taking down the sign To obtain a 

license to distribute tritium exit signs, an applicant must submit sufficient information related to 

its labeling of the exit signs. Specifically, under 10 CFR 32.51(a)(3), the applicant for a license 

to distribute tri tium exit signs must ensure that the label on the signs be durable, legible, clearly 

visible, and include certain information including that use of the sign is generally licensed by the 

NRC or an Agreement State and that the label must be maintained in legible condition . The 

NRC must approve the applicant's plans for labeling when authorizing distribution to users, at 

which time the NRC can address the approprrateness of fonts and proper placement on the 

sign. The expiration date (i .e, the date the sign should be replaced in order to meet fire safety 

standards, because as the tritium decays the brightness of the sign is reduced), is not a matter 

of NRC regulation because it focuses on the visibility of the sign, not safe use of the signs and is 

more appropriately in the Jurisdiction of other agencies responsible for fire safety. 

The petitioner also requested that the radiation trefoil be displayed on the front and back 

of advertisements. The NRC agrees with some of the commenters that the use of the trefoil Or! 

advertisements is not appropriate since use of the trefoil is utilized where radioactive material is 

actually oresent. That being said. the NRC has emphasized the importance of notifying end 

users of reguirements for the use of generally licensed devices For example, i~n an earlier 
11 
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Mr. Gary Baughman 
Association of State and Territorial 

Solid Waste Management Officials 
444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 315 
Washington, DC 20010 

Dear Mr. Baughman: 

I am responding to the petition for rulemaking (PRM), dated November 6, 2009, that you 
submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on behalf of the Association 
of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO). Your petition was 
assigned Docket No. PRM-32-6. In your petition, you requested that the NRC amend its 
regulations regarding the labeling and accountability of tritium exit signs. The petition states 
that ideally you would like to see tritium exit sign technology replaced by alternative 
technologies. The petition requests that the NRC revise its regulations and/or guidance to 
require or recommend that: 1) labeling be in several locations on the sign , with larger font; 
2) the sign's expiration date be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without taking 
down the sign; and 3) the radiation trefoil be displayed on the front and back of product 
advertiseme nts. 

Your petition also addressed issues that are outside of the rulemaking process.A/.sG, For 
example, tthe petition states that a national collection effort with distinct milestones and goals 
should be undertaken to consolidate all expired and disused tritium exit signs. The NRC does 
not have the authority to implement such a program.-_-Finally, the petition requests that the NRC 
organize a meeting with ASTSWMO and all interested stakeholders to set a new path forward 
on this issue. 

The notice of receipt of the PRM was published in the Federal Register on January 12, 2010 
(75 FR 1559). The comment period for the PRM closed on March 29, 2010. Thirteen comment 
letters were received. 

The NRC has considered the petition, and the arguments raised therein, as well as the 
comments received in response to the petition. For the reasons stated in the enclosed 
Federal Register Notice (FRN), your petition for rulemaking is denied. In summary, the petition 
is being denied because the NRC's current regulations are adequate in this area.:.':" While the 
NRC has determined that rulemaking is not needed, general licensee accountability may be 
strengthened by enhancing regulatory guidance and improving communicat ions between the 
NRC (and Agreement states) and manufacturers. The NRC is currently revising its NUREG
1556, "Consolidated Guidance about Materials Licensees" We will be soliciting both industry 
and public comments on the revised licensing guidance at a future date and we will evaluate the 
need for additional guidance on the areas of your petition during this process. 
If you would like to meet with the staff to discuss possible enhansements to e)(isting guidanse 
that implements the surrent regulationsAs you see in the Federal Register Notice, your request 
for a meeting with ASTSWMO was not addressed in response to the petition because it was not 
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a request to change a regu!ation .,PiJlease contact Jack Foster at 301-415-6250, or email at 
Jack.Foster@nrc.gov to arrange a meeting to discuss possible enhancements to existing 
guidance. Since your petition is denied, the meeting will not address rulemaking related to 
issues in this petition .The FRN denying the petition is being transmitted to the Office of the 
Federal Register for publication. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Vietti-Cook 
Secretary of the Commission 

Enclosure: 

Federal Register Notice 
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